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The Green500? List Sponsorship
The Green500™ provides rankings of the most energy-efficient supercomputers in the world. We
raise awareness about power consumption, promote alternative total cost of ownership
performance metrics, and ensure that supercomputers only simulate climate change and not
create it.

Why Sponsor the Green500™?
Sponsoring the Green500™ demonstrates leadership in environmentally responsible
supercomputing.

What Are the Benefits of Green500™ Sponsorship
We will promote your company or organization?s name in the sponsors list on the
Green500™ web site and in other collateral materials, press and media coverage.
You can promote your membership with the exclusive use of the Green500™ logo.
Platinum ? bi-annual dues: two installments of $10,000 totaling $20,000
Gold ? bi-annual dues: two installments of $5,000 totaling $10,000
Silver ? bi-annual dues: two installments of $500 totaling $1,000 (only
government/academic organizations may apply)
The annual dues for all sponsorship levels may be paid in two equal increments. The first
payment is due March 31st and the second payment is due September 30th.

What Do I Get With My Sponsorship?

Platinum

Gold

Silver

Green500™
Sponsored
List Page:
Logo Size

240px by 240px (max) with
click-thru to web site of
choice.

110px by 110px (max)
with click-thru to web
site of choice.

Name is included in an
alphabetical list.

Green500™
Sponsored
List Page:
Page

Logo appears on sponsored
Green500™ list web page
and current Top 10 block

Logo appears on
sponsored list web
page

Alphabetical text listing
on sponsored
Green500™ list web
page.

Green500™
Sponsored
List Page::
Location

Appear prominently on
pages where used.

Below Platinum
Sponsor logos.

Below Gold Sponsor
logos.

The order of Platinum
Green500™
sponsor logos will be
Sponsored
determined by tenure of their
List Page:
sponsorship; the longer the
Relative Order tenure, the closer to the top
of the web page.

The order of Gold
sponsor logos will be
determined by tenure
of their sponsorship;
the longer the tenure,
the closer to the top of
the web page.

Names listed in
alphabetical order.

Green500™
Website:
Advertising

Increase ad appearance
priority by three (3)
increments (4 of 4)

Increase ad
appearance priority by
two (2) increments (3
of 4)

Increase ad
appearance priority by
one (1) increment (2 of
4)

Other
Green500™
media

The sponsor logo will be
displayed in other
Green500™ promotional
material including
presentations, booths,
posters and certificates.
Explicit mention of
sponsorship will be made in
acknowledgments of papers,
publications and press
releases.

Logos will be shown on
Green500™ t-shirts.
Green500™ tPlatinum sponsor logos will
shirts
be largest and most
prominently displayed.

Logos will be shown on
Green500™ t-shirts.

Use of
Green500™
Logo

Use of the ?Green500™
Logo with Platinum
sponsorship identification?
can be allowed and enabled
on Sponsor?s collateral.
This is intended for the
Sponsor?s ?corporate
citizenship? collateral and
not product collateral.

Use of the
?Green500™ Logo
with Gold sponsorship
identification? can be
allowed and enabled
on Sponsor?s
collateral. This is
intended for the
Sponsor?s ?corporate
citizenship? collateral
and not product
collateral.

Use of the
?Green500™ Logo
with Silver sponsorship
identification? can be
allowed and enabled
on Sponsor?s
collateral. This is
intended for the
Sponsor?s ?corporate
citizenship? collateral
and not product
collateral.
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